From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 1845 31 December 1944
To VIKTOR[i].

ZORA[iii] advises:

1. SIMA[iii] has got work in the Registration of Foreign Agents Branch of the War Office Division of the Department of Justice. Further [B% investigation]

[53 groups unrecoverable]

week. It is definitively known that in a few months' time the CABARET [KABARE][iv] will be transferred intact to the BANK[v]
under the command of the chief it has always had.

No.1005 31 December.

Page 7 of pad 5/219 was spoiled by me. Destroy.

BORIS[vii]

Comments: [i] VIKTOR: Lt. Gen. P. M. FITIN.
[ii] ZORA: Flora Don JOVSCHIN
[iii] SIMA: Judith COPLON
[v] BANK: the U.S. State Department.
[vi] MAJ: Stepan APRESYaN
[vii] BORIS: Aleksandr Pavlovich SAPRYKIN.